Award-winning Faculty
Economics
Adian McFarlane (PhD, Manitoba)
Energy consumption and losses; gendered
wage disparities; international finance.

King’s One: Urgent Questions

History
Graham Broad (PhD, Western)
War and society studies; social memory;
contemporary art.

Interdisciplinary
Studies 1100E

Alison Meek (PhD, Toronto)
Cold War America; American popular culture;
media studies; terrorism and extremism;
American Foreign Policy.
Robert A. Ventresca (PhD, Toronto; Member
of the College of the Royal Society of
Canada)
Modern Europe; the Papacy; fascism; ethics,
religion and the Holocaust; human rights.
Literature
Claudia Clausius (PhD, Toronto)
Comparative literature; modern drama; critical
theory; art and literary studies; history of ideas.
Philosophy
Antonio Calcagno (PhD, Guelph; Member of
the College of the Royal Society of Canada)
Medieval/Renaissance thought and
contemporary philosophy; relationships
between subjectivity, community, and the state.

For more information
King’s University College
266 Epworth Avenue
London, ON
N6A 2M3
519-433-3491
1-800-265-4406
kings.uwo.ca/kings-one
kings@uwo.ca

Stephen Lofts (PhD, Catholic University of
Louvain, Belgium)
Contemporary European and Japanese
philosophy; the nature of the human, culture,
and the construction of subjectivity.
Political Science
John Grant (PhD, London, U.K.)
Contemporary political theory; political
imaginaries; dialectical thought; riots and
citizens’ assemblies.
Religious Studies
Mahdi Tourage: (PhD, Toronto)
Islamic religious thought; gender, sexuality and
postmodern theories; social justice and peace.

@kingsatwestern

kingsatuwo

A place to be. A place to become.

Why KING’S ONE?

One Question. Many Answers. KING’S ONE.

KING’S ONE: URGENT QUESTIONS

KING’S ONE: URGENT QUESTIONS

Uncertain what field you want to
specialize in? KING’S ONE is specifically
designed to introduce graduating high
school students to a variety of disciplines:

This high-energy course tackles vital
contemporary problems such as global
conflicts, freedom and tyranny, the
difficulties of progress, the accelerated
human, state spectacles, etc. through
the subject areas of History, Philosophy,
Political Science, Economics, Religious
Studies, and Literature.

•

History

•

Literature

•

Philosophy

•

Religious Studies

•

Political Science

•

Economics

Every month, you study a different
discipline, and you learn how a
combination of various perspectives helps
you understand the world’s problems.
This team-taught course also acquaints
you with King’s faculty.

Global Citizenship

Students of the KING’S ONE: URGENT
QUESTIONS course who move on into
other programs at King’s will be able
to equip themselves for careers in:

A unique experience - A unique
environment. With a team of specialists,
you will explore an urgent global issue
through a multidimensional lens.
Students will become engaged citizens,
thinking critically about the state of the
world.

Collegial Classroom Experience
KING’S ONE will bring deep cohesion,
collegiality, and camaraderie to each entry
class since it draws students from all types
of courses into a common experience.
Variety and Diversity
This “sampler” experience combines a
wide range of disciplinary perspectives
with deep knowledge of an important
world issue.
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academia
business
communications
computer science
culture
editing
education
financial services
government and politics
industry
journalism
law
marketing
media
medicine
policy
private consulting
public relations
publishing
science
social work
teaching
writing

What graduates loved about King’s
“The professors are what made King’s College so special for me. They are passionate about what they do, and their enthusiasm is
infectious. They helped provide me with the knowledge I needed to make use of my English degree.”
-Nicole Winstanley, Vice President, Penguin Random House and Publisher, Penguin Canada

